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PROJECT TITLE:
Modern Metallic Clock
DESIGNED BY:
Kathy Kromer
SKILL LEVEL: (1 being the easiest, 5 being of highest
difficulty)

Adult 2
TIME TO COMPLETE:
1 hour (plus reaction time)
Add a metallic and patina finish to a wooden shadow frame to create a clock,
perfect for modern décor.

PROJECT TIP:
Sophisticated Finishes Blackened Bronze Metallic Surfacer will react with the
Patina Blue Antiquing Solution to create a real aging, patina finish on any surface,
just like in nature. The Blackened Bronze surfacer will only react with the patina
blue solution. The pewter surfacer will not react at all.
SEARCH TEXT: (Please provide words which the consumer may use to search for this project.
Words in this section should be in lowercase type and separated with one space between each
word only.)

Clock modern patina bronze home décor sophisticated finishes modern options
triangle coatings easy
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Drill hole in center of wood shadowbox from underneath.
2. Use brush to apply primer and sealer to wood. Let dry.
3. Apply one coat of Blackened Bronze to center section of wood.
4. Working in four equal sections on the center part of the wood, use tape to
section off. Apply another coat of Blackened Bronze to two sections diagonally
across from each other. While paint is wet, sponge on Patina Blue.
5. Retape remaining sections. Sponge Gold into these two sections, and then
while paint is still wet, sponge Patina Blue onto Gold.
6. Paint side edge with Pewter. Apply a second coat. Let Dry.
7. Assemble clock following package directions.

MATERIALS CHECKLIST:
Sophisticated Finishes Gold Metallic Surfacer
Sophisticated Finishes Patina Blue Antiquing Solution
Sophisticated Finishes Blackened Bronze Metallic Surfacer
Wood Shadowbox
Walnut Hollow Clock Kit
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Drill
Sponge
1” Foam Paintbrush
Painter’s Tape
Paper (to protect work surface)

